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Floating Strong To Finish In 
2023 

 

 

Q4 2023 was a volatile quarter for most asset 

classes. Senior unsecured floating rate AUD bank 
debt continued to perform impressively over the 
period as bonds rallied markedly following a US 
Treasury rally. 

 
 

 

The last quarter of 2023 was again positive for investment grade senior unsecured AUD bank debt. Outside of  the marked 

change in sentiment in rates markets globally, both the primary and secondary FRN (Floating Rate Notes) market was very 
well supported over the period. As mentioned above, there was a marked rally in US rates over the quarter that drove many 

yield curves to post impressive gains over the quarter. It is becoming  apparent that many central banks globally have 
managed to take the wind out of the inflationary sails that were concerning bond investors for the last 18 months. Leading 

and lagging economic indicators are indicating that the Federal Reserve has constrained inf lation whilst potentially 
engineered an economic soft landing. A goldilocks scenario of sorts that drove equity markets higher and bond yields lower 

on expected lower inflation and easier monetary policy at some point. This made sense if bonds were rallying on good news 
and equity markets were embracing risk on potential economic soft-landing scenarios and looser monetary policy that credit 

would do well. And it did. 

Domestic and International banks tapped the primary market in maturities that ranged f rom 1-5yrs during Q4 and investor 

support was apparent. The Australian money market for most of the quarter in a risk on style mindset that was mirroring the 
US rally described above. Although it is yet to be seen if the RBA (Reserve Bank Australia) has driven inf lation low enough 

over the medium term, whilst also increasing the unemployment level to mid-4ish% by the end of  2024 as per their explicit 

focus, money market participant were buoyed by the potential for central banks globally to be nearing or at an end to their 
respective tightening cycles. This led to both balance sheets and real money investors to heavily subscribe to investm ent 

grade bank issuance in AUD Floaters over the quarter. Banks issued substantial deals that were both heavily oversubscribed 
and that also had eventual deals price at spreads well inside original indications of  interest when deals f irst launched. All  

strong signs of a credit market looking for good quality names paying a spread well above 3-month BBSW (Bank Bill Swap 
Rate). 

As at the end of 2023 the portfolio had posted impressive gains versus its requisite benchmark over the year. Given both the 
economic and rate environment expected for 2024 domestically and globally, it seems fair to anticipate that investment grade 

AUD issued bank f loating rate debt will again post palatable returns in 2024.  
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Important Disclosures 
Issued by State Street Global Advisors, Australia, Limited (AFSL Number 238276, ABN 42 003 914 225) (“SSGA Australia”). Registered office: Level 14, 420 
George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia · Telephone: +612 9240 -7600 · Web: ssga.com.  

The views expressed in this material are the views of Simon Mullumby, Head of Australian Cash & Bonds through the period ended 22 January 2024 and are 
subject to change based on market and other conditions. This document contains certain statements that may be deemed forward -looking statements. 

Please note that any such statements are not guarantees of any future performance and actual results or developments may differ materiall y from those 
projected. 

This material is general information only and does not take into account your individual objectives, finan cial situation or needs and you should consider 
whether it is appropriate for you. There is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy of this material, and SS GA Australia shall have no liability 

for decisions based on such information.   

Investing involves risk including the risk of loss of principal.  

Floating rate securities are often lower-quality debt securities and may involve greater risk of price changes and greater risk of default on interest and 
principal payments. The market for floating rate securities is largely unregulated and these assets usually do not trade on an organized exchange. As a 

result, floating rate bank loans can be relatively illiquid and hard to value. Diversification does not ensure a profit or gu arantee against loss. 

The value of the debt securities may increase or decrease as a result of the following: market fluctuations, increases in int erest rates, inability of issuers to 

repay principal and interest or illiquidity in the debt securities markets; the risk o f low rates of return due to reinvestment of securities during periods of falling 
interest rates or repayment by issuers with higher coupon or interest rates; and/or the risk of low income due to falling int erest rates. To the extent that 

interest rates rise, certain underlying obligations may be paid off substantially slower than originally anticipated and the value of those se curities may fall 
sharply. This may result in a reduction in income from debt securities income.  

Bonds generally present less short-term risk and volatility than stocks but contain interest rate risk (as interest rates rise bond prices usually fall); issuer  
default risk; issuer credit risk; liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These effects are usually pronounced for longer-term securities. Any fixed income security sold 

or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to a substantial gain or loss.  

Government bonds and corporate bonds generally have more moderate short -term price fluctuations than stocks but provide lower potential long-term 

returns. 

All the index performance results referred to are provided exclusively for comparison purposes only. It should not be assumed  that they represent the 

performance of any particular investment. 

All information is from SSGA unless otherwise noted and has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.  

The information provided does not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an 
offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon.  You should 

consult your tax and financial advisor. 

The whole or any part of this work may not be reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without SSGA Australia's 

express written consent. 
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